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HUMAN RESOURCE

Robust communication platform for HR to onboard, engage and retain
employees.

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

In large, growing organizations it’s critical to onboard and assimilate new employees
in the fastest way possible. Convo provides HR with a platform to organize and share
information in a way that employees get quickly up to speed and immediately feel a
part of the team. This mobile and web platform helps employees work towards team
and corporate goals whether they are in the office or on the go. HR teams love Convo
because it makes it easier for them to motivate, engage and retain employees while
maximizing business results.

COMMON CHALLENGES FOR HR TEAMS
•
•
•
•
•

Training and onboarding new employees
Motivating employees to stay focused on business goals
Increasing employee engagement and retention
Improve team morale and ongoing work satisfaction
Communicating and engaging a mobile workforce
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THE CONVO ADVANTAGE
The best onboarding platform for new employees.

Creating groups like corporate values/goals, personal benefits, vacation policies,
annual review process helps new employees get an understanding of company
policies and objectives from the get go. Employees can be added to specific groups
most relevant for their role and level. Groups are both centrally created and
individually designed, so they maximize productive and targeted conversations. As
new employees join the team they can see the entire catalog of conversations about
specific projects in one place without having to wade through long, disjointed email
threads. This significantly reduces training costs and training while optimizing
productivity.
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Building a motivated workforce.

Convo is a revolutionary workspace that allows teams to work together regardless of
title, location or function. Tools like 1:1 chats, video conversations, groups etc, build
alignment and accountability amongst teams to deliver results. Plus, with real-time
conversations, updates and the ability to quickly ask questions, employees feel
empowered and connected with their organization. Convo ensures a complete
communication loop between employees, their teams and leadership, which results in
a highly motivated workforce dedicated to organizational success.
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Helping employees achieve their career goals.

Employee engagement and retention is a direct result of how the company helps its
employees attain their personal and professional goals. Convo gives employees a vast
knowledge base to learn real-time from experts in the organization, get feedback from
their peers and build expertise in a very short period. Employees also have quick
access to all leaders in the organization, all-current and past documents, can share
their work and are recognized for their innovations. Convo’s threaded comment
stream allows managers and team members to conduct conversations about
problems, and decision-makers have the data they need to review and approve in
record time.
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Manage worker satisfaction.

One of the biggest challenges for HR in larger companies is to keep employees happy
through regular business cycles. With Convo, business and company leaders can share
regular progress, highlight employee contribution and clearly communicate vision
and strategy. It helps employees understand their role in the organization, get the
feeling of accomplishment and stay invested in the company.
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The #1 mobile communication platform for HR.

The human resources organization can communicate as effectively with the mobile
users just as they would with employees in the office. Built from scratch for the mobile
user, Convo delivers a stellar user experience across iOS and Andriod. HR can share
corporate objectives & updates, onboard employees and manage ongoing goals helping build an environment where employees are aligned with larger business goals
irrespective of where they are.

NEXT STEPS:

Sign up for free at www.convo.com.
Email sales@convo.com to request a demo. Ask us how Convo can help your company
get work done faster, with better results.
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